HONORING KATHERINE AUGUST-deWILDE, MBA ’75

This annual award marks the school’s commitment to underscoring the importance of leadership in business by highlighting the achievements of senior executives and Stanford Graduate School of Business alumni who have made significant contributions to the corporate world and the community.

As a well-respected and trusted member of the Stanford Graduate School of Business Advisory Council and the Stanford Center on Longevity, Katherine August-deWilde, MBA ’75 exemplifies volunteer leadership and has consistently championed the goals and objectives of the GSB and Stanford. Katherine was instrumental in the launch of First Republic Bank. She served as its president from 2007 to 2015 and is presently vice chair. Katherine is also a Stanford Distinguished Career Institute Fellow and an experienced independent corporate board member with publicly and privately held companies.

She has been a board member of the Clayman Institute for Gender Research, vice chair of the board of trustees of the Town School for Boys; trustee of the Boys and Girls Clubs of San Francisco; trustee of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and a member of the policy advisory board of the Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics, University of California, Berkeley.

Katherine demonstrates admirably her commitment to civic engagement and her dedication to the community.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

DEAN’S CIRCLE – $25,000

- Two tables of ten with corporate/donor recognition
- Premier sponsorship recognition including event program, tables, and signage
- Acknowledgement on the Corporate Investors plaque in the Bass Center
- Inclusion in donor roll in Stanford Business magazine

GSB PARTNER – $15,000

- A table of ten with corporate/donor recognition
- Sponsorship recognition on event program and signage
- Acknowledgement on the Corporate Investors plaque in the Bass Center
- Inclusion in donor roll in Stanford Business magazine

Sponsorships are open to corporations, MBA classes, and individuals. For more information, please contact Caitlin Johnston at caitlinj@stanford.edu or 650.725.3126